ADVANCED LOW FLYING AIRCRAFT
DETECTION AND TRACKING

Message from the
Coordinator
Four months have passed since our last newsletter and
the ALFA project partners have been working towards
the achievement their project objectives. Following are
a few of their accomplishments:
• A first version of the radar classifier development
was completed
• A first version of the detection and tracking algorithm was built and tested
• A stand-alone GUI for the control station was developed
• A demonstration of the RF-detection capabilities
was performed
Besides the individual work, the partners came together
for a technical meeting which took place in Madrid in
November. Another highlight of the project was the first
ALFA workshop which was held in Brussels on the 4th of
December.
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Message
from the
Technical
Lead

From a technical perspective, the ALFA consortium faced a shift in
its activities. The first half of the project has been centered around
end user requirements, problem definition, concept development
and the design and development of sub-systems. The second half of
the project, which has now started, is strongly focused on integration,
demonstration and system validation. For this last activity, ALFA is
lucky to have both GC and GNR on board as valuable end-users.
During the last technical meeting the team has made firm assignments
to achieve a seamless integration of all subsystems and to be ready
for the “pre-demonstration” early summer 2019.
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The First
ALFA
Workshop
The first ALFA Workshop took place on 4th of December, 2018 at the
BAO Congress Center in Brussels.
It was co-located with the 12th
Community of Users (CoU) Meeting which was preceding the Security Research Event (SRE) 2018.
This one-day workshop was organised under the umbrella of the
European Union H2020 projects
ALFA (Advanced Low Flying Aircrafts Detection and Tracking) and
SafeShore.
The results and achievements of
these correlating projects were
shown. In the beginning, a key note
speech was given and afterwards,
the needs of the end-users with
respect to the system were covered
within the end-users sessions.
After the lunch break the technical presentations of the projects
ALFA and SafeShore were given.
Another European project, MARISA was introduced to the audience.
The workshop created synergy
between partners and end-users.
More detailed information and the
presentation material is publicly
available on the website (https://
alfa-h2020.eu/news/1st-alfa-workshop).

UPCOMING EVENTS

March 5-7, 2019
Technical Meeting at TUBS premises in Braunschweig,
Germany
Summer and Early Autumn, 2019
Functional Demonstration of true system capabilities of
ALFA in Portugal and Spain
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